Dear Parents and Carers,

As you know, next week 5/6 leave for Camp Cooba on Wednesday 15th February. Please find below a list of things to pack for camp and a copy of our itinerary for the 3 days that we are away.

A reminder that final payment for camp is due this coming Friday 10th of February.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact your child’s teacher regarding the camp.

Thank you

5/6 teachers

Mrs Natasha Pank, Mrs Leah Godfrey and Miss Rachel Kelly

---

Camp Cooba 2017

What to Bring (essential)

- A hat.
- Sunscreen and lip balm or similar.
- A water bottle.
- A backpack (to carry water bottle, sunscreen, personal items etc. around during the day).
- A sleeping bag.
- A pillow case.
- Toiletries (toothpaste and brush, shampoo etc).
- Two towels: one towel for use when you shower, the other towel you will need for water activities and the gladiator course.
- At least two pairs of shoes (they must be lace up shoes).
- One pair of shoes needs to be an old pair that you will never need again. This pair will get wet and muddy on during the gladiator course and will need to be thrown away or washed when you get home.
- One pair of shoes needs to be a runner or jogger style shoe for activities such as rock climbing etc.
- Clothing for at least three days of outdoor activities (you will get dirty, so extra is better) for all types of weather.
- Clothing for two nights of indoor activities (the clothing you wear at night after you have showered can be worn the next day for activities if you like).
- Very old clothing for the gladiator course (boardies and rashie or old T-shirt would be perfect).
- Enough undies and socks to keep you going.
- Something warm like a tracksuit or at least a warm windcheater or top and warm pants or trousers.
- Swimmers (boardies etc.) and rash top or T-Shirt that can get wet.
Two plastic bags to bring dirty or wet clothes home in.
- Your medication (if you have indicated this on your medical forms). The medication needs to be in a plastic bag with your name and dosage amounts and times clearly marked. This needs to be given to Mrs Pank before boarding the bus on Wednesday morning and can be collected on Friday afternoon.
- Your little lunch, lunch and afternoon snack for the first day.

**What NOT to bring or wear**
- A mobile phone (if you do wish to bring a mobile phone this needs to be handed to your class teacher when you arrive at school on Wednesday morning and will be returned on Friday afternoon). The teachers will organise suitable times for the use of the phone to fit in with activity scheduling.
- Jewellery of any kind except studs or sleepers in ears.
- Toys, collectable items etc.
- A torch.

**What you CAN Bring** (optional) All of these items remain the responsibility of the children at all times should they wish to bring them.
- Money to spend at kiosk on souvenirs (Maximum $10.00). If you would prefer for your child not to have money on them, please put it in a sealed and clearly labelled envelope and hand it to Miss Kelly on Wednesday morning.
- A book to read during R and R
- A camera
- An electronic game or iPod for the bus trips (please be aware however, that the cabins are not locked during the day when we are away at activities)